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DEVELOPMENT OF NATIONAL PROGRAMMF,S FOR THE BENEFIT OF CHILD R0

Wide variations among the countries in th;Western Pacific
Region are to be found not only in th;> ext•^nt of economic resources and
in the general educational level but also in the traditions and customs
of the various peoples. .

In many countries in this Region; the normal inception-and
growth of child health services has been postponed or interrupted.by war
and by the shadow of war, which in some instances has in effect meant
starting again. Everywhere a heavy burden..has•beau thrown upon finances
and" personnel. The problem in some countries is that of 'filling-a gap
in existing services, in others substantial construction -or reconstruc-
tion has to be undertaken.

Of the problems which arise on the consideration of a child
care -programme the following are most frequently met, sometimes in
combination:-

(a) a lack of finances;
(b)'.' an overburdened personnel at every level;
(c) a lack'^of sufficient skilled teaching personnel;
(d) a lack-of sufficient supervisory personnel;
(e) a need to. strengthen existing educational -facilities;
(f) a lack of understanding in communi ties of the: -.need

for self care and child care and of the 3ffrycts of bad
environment;

(g) a•laek of buildings, equipment and supplies.

Accepting that the healthy child who reaches.his-productive years is
a real asset to a nation, it follows that the child has certain rights
and that. certain duties are placed upon not only thR parents but upon
the community and upon the Governm.;nt. The child is the future of the
nation.

It is certain that the •developm:^nt of a child care programme
requires careful planning in relation to finance , available personnel
and the cultural pattern of the country, but it is egtally certain that
there is no country which can afford to refuse a beginning or-to- deny
expansion . There is no shortcut: a nation must from itself-and within
itself care for and develop its own-asset.

The community owes the.child an appreciation of his rights
by the acceptance of the duty.-so to.-care- for him .that he may, in. ha-
ppinessand in health, fit himself into his environment- and, indeed,
into changing environment.

. Parents owe a. duty not only to the' .child but also; to the
community . They must encourage the development.^vf the physical and
mental assets with which the child is born so that -he, mey;b , fitted
ao well 88 poaSible to enter;,into his adult life..'

The Government within its resources, in recognition of these
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principles and against this background, has the responsibility to secure
and maintain the co-operation of the people as a whole in the. care of the
child; to provide child services integrated into a. sound framework of
public health services ; to concentrate upon the education of personnel;
and to ensure that all existing knowledge about the child generally, be
made available.

A balanced child care, programme necessarily is tied into
maternity and family care, and into the general public health services,
the basic functions of which include:-

(iv)

(vi)

An effective
and curative
where possib

the compilation of vital statistics;
the control of commannicable' diseases;
environmental sanitation;
public health laboratory services;
hygiene of paternity, infancy and. childhood;
health education of the general public in co-operation
with the educational authorities, public relations
departments and voluntary agencies,

child care programme does not. consist only of preventive
services but mat include the examination and adjustment,

Lo, of factors of economic and sociological character.

Established and developed within such a framework, no matter
how meagre the budget or how elementary the educational level of
trainees, expansion of services and up-grading of personnel is a matter
of time measured by the economic advamo of the country.

A national child care programmo is not a quostion of bricks
and mortar, equipment and medical personnel but is tied into the lives
of the people and closely interlocked with kindred public services,
with lay bodies and voluntary agencies. It will therefore include
within its educational scope the community, parents, school teachers,
magistrates and employers of labour.

The taro of the child starts with the health education of
both parents and has as its background family and maternity care and
is continuous through 'infant, pro-school and school years on both the
preventive and curative sides including personal and mental hygiene
and sound nutrition.

The sound child care programme throe gh it s teaching and
conferences promotes, on the one hand, the best possible standards
for the well, and, on the other by early detection of the need
enables the available curative services to be used to the best possible
advantage, The hospital, the dental clinic, the institute for handi-
capped children receives its patient when conditions are most favourable
for euro and=QSychologieal and physical rehabilitation. Hospitals
and institutions generally are keeping abreast of the modern line of
thought in child care services and there is -a "looking out" from the
purely institutional into the community over-all services..

Those services however n>w only be satisfactorily developed
and maintainod when linked into an educational system which should
provide:-

(a) education at University level both undergraduate and
post-graduate with paediatrics a major subject;'

(b) development of supervisory personnel;
(c) output of recognized schools;
(d) training of auxiliary personnel.

The use of auxiliary personnel with adequate supervisory



.staff produces excellent results and has the. merit of being economical
in the use of ' professional staff and in finance.

The employment of. auxiliary personnel,-however, emphasizes
the. necessity of raising the 'educational standard so as . to produce.
leaders; at University level:

The understanding and co-operation of enlightened iay.
people: and lay bodies in the programme is achieved by. 'tho group
approach , - which is in effect the stressing of the interdEpendence of all
those,-both in and without the public service, engaged in-- the promotion
of the. physical, mental and social well-being of the family. Brought

together by conferences and meetings the principles and ideals accepted
at the highest levels should spread downwards so that each in his own.
sphere . of life may be awakened to the problem and to its solution. It
is. of special importance to arouse the interest of the youth of the
country, and schools provide a valuable means of approach to this end.

In the planning and development of a national child care
programme, it is important that there should be a central specialist
co-ordinating control at high administrative level. This control should
-heada Maternity and Child Health Division operating within the structure
of the public health services and there should be wide. delegation of
powers to local authorities.

Without such a control there is the danger that the programme
will become uneven or proceed too soon along too highly specialized
lines. There is a real need for recognition at central administrative
level of the problems of child care and a lack of recognition or
sympathy . tends to create such frustration in the field that a programme
may even disintegrate.

Staff problems are met almost everywhere in this Region and
while awaiting an increased output of locally trained personnel, it is
of 'the first importance that the available skill be used to the greatest
advantage . The skilled should as far as possible instruct and supervise
rather than be'permitted to be caught up.in a "job output", or be bur-.
dened with clerical or other work which co.,uld, with profit, be left to
non-medically trained personnel.

The system of education should be directed to the objective
of producing "leaders" at every grade and this is not possible where
personnel is neglected . Socially and financially ,. as far as possible,
every effort must be made to cr=:ats that dignity of employment without
which it is difficult for a worker-leader'to take an appropriate place
in the community . The medical and health services must not be em€ the
refuge of those candidates who have failed to secure emrloyment else-
where . The over-all child care programme , while an ideal policy in its
social medical approach, is necessarily long term:'.child care may not
be avoided and it would bee unsound nationally to attempt to do so.

A Government considering the strengthening of child care
services has, if it so wishes , a valuable ally in the World Health
Organization. The reasons why some schemes have succeeded. and the
reasons of the weaknesse s in others are valuable, and this knowledge
'is available.

Ac=ding to the need, the World Health Organization will,
on request, and subject to available resources, provide either a
single.consultent or a team of specialists. It grants f ellowshipsand
supplies literature. •
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Where-World Health Organization co-operation is sought
the parallel team method is frequently adopted, whereby an international
team and a local team selected-on the "opposite colleague" principle
jointly develop a teaching and demonstration centre based on local
health centres and hospitals. To this are sent students for education
and in-service personnel for indoctrination and within the area the
public, at all levels, learns an appreciation of the services and how
best to participate in them. After the withdrawal of the .internati-oral
personnel , the local team carries on and the area remains a teaching
centre which will be the instrument for the expansion of local h(.alth
services.
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